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Abstract
Given a set of points xi, i=0; : : : ; n on [ − 1; 1] and the corresponding values yi, i=0; : : : ; n of a 2-periodic function
y(x), supplied in some way by interpolation or approximation, we describe a simple method that by doubling iteratively
this original set, produces in the limit a smooth function. The analysis of the interpolation error is given.
We show that if y∈C4 then the error in the p-norm, p=1; 2 and ∞ depends on the magnitude of the fourth derivative
of the function y(x) and on a function (x) which is even, concave and bounded on [− 1; 1]. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The development of communication systems, for instance computer webs, stimulated the attention
on the problem of coding and compressing data. Very frequently in multimedia applications, for
example with sound data, as coding functional, one chooses the values of a function on a given set
of points or the values of the functions on a #ner data set obtained from the original by splitting
each interval or doubling the number of the data points. To regenerate the underlying function in the
literature, there exist many methods based on wavelets, interpolation by trigonometric or algebraic
polynomials or by using splines (cf. [4,2]).
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In the present paper, we address the problem of interpolating a set of speci#c values supplied in
some ways and by an iterative-like interpolation process we build the underlying interpolant. Such
problems often arise in mechanical engineering, for the necessity of numerical control metalcutting, in
problems related to computer modelling and many other problems of processing curves and surfaces
(cf. [4]).
Let us start by formulating our problem. Let yi =yi;0; i=0; : : : ; n be the values of a 1-periodic
function f(x) : [a; b] → R at the equispaced points xi;0 = ih, h=(b − a)=n. In what follows, we as-
sume for the sake of simplicity that [a; b] = [− 1; 1], and that the points are supplied in some way:
for instance they can be the data of some interpolating or approximating process (Lagrange or spline
interpolation, smoothing spline, etc) which we consider as initial data.
The method builds the interpolant simply by doubling iteratively the original set of points. The
analysis of the interpolation error is discussed with the aid of a 2-periodic function (x) which is
shown to be bounded and concave on [− 1; 1].
2. The method
The idea of the method is as follows. Given the data yi;0, i=0; : : : ; n the new supplied val-
ues are obtained by inserting at each middle point a new value, generated by an interpolation
process, getting yi;1, i=0; : : : ; 2n. Now, we proceed similarly getting yi;2, i=0; : : : ; 4n and
so forth.
2.1. The interpolation process
Starting from the initial set (xi;0, yi;0), i=0; : : : ; n, through the points (x;0; y) = i−1; i; i+1; i+2,
16 i6 n− 2 we construct the interpolating cubic polynomial.
















where 2zi = zi+1 − 2zi + zi−1 stands for the second central diEerence at the point zi.
Letting
y2i;1 =yi;0; i=0; : : : ; n; (2)
y2i+1;1 = yˆ i+1=2; 0; i=0; : : : ; n− 1: (3)
Then we have provided a way to compute the function values yi;1, i=0; : : : ; 2n.
Remark. Looking to the de#nition of the scheme, the points y1;1 and y2n−1;1 cannot be determined
with the scheme since they require the knowledge of two points outside [a; b], let us say y−1;0
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and yn+1;0. To determine them, we can follow two directions:
1. de#ne them as the values of the interpolating cubic spline passing through the points
(x0;0, y0;0), (x1;0, y1;0) and (xn−1;0, yn−1;0), (xn;0, yn;0), respectively;
2. by using Newton’s interpolating formula we have
y−1;0 = 5y0;0 − 10y1;0 + 10y2;0 − 5y3;0 + y4;0;
yn+1;0 = 5yn;0 − 10yn−1;0 + 10yn−2;0 − 5yn−3;0 + yn−4;0:
As is well-known, Newton’s formula gives a global polynomial interpolant which can oscillate close
to the end points of [a; b] and then increasing the error of the interpolation process. Therefore, the
use of cubic splines, which are piecewise polynomials, can sensibly improve the #tting and reduce
the error due to the interpolation. This can also be seen in the Fig. 1.












that is the values yi;2, i=0; : : : ; 22n.
Finally the recurrence required is
yˆ i+1=2; k−1 =











y2i; k =yi;k−1; i=0; : : : ; 2k−1n;
y2i+1; k = yˆ i+1=2; k−1; i=0; : : : ; 2
k−1n− 1;
where k is any natural number.
For an example of how the scheme is working see below. Section 5, where a comparison with
the well-known Shepard’s method for data-4tting is provided.
We notice that this interpolation scheme is similar to the so-called 9=16-subdivision scheme studied
by Dubuc [3] and generalized to the bidimensional case by De Marchi [2].
3. The function (x) and its properties
To study the error of the method we #rst introduce the following function (x) (see Fig. 2). We









((−1) + (1))= 1: (6)

























where =− 2k−1; : : : ; 2k−1 − 1; k ∈N; k¿ 0.
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initial points, n=9
function           









Interpolant with Newton’s interp. at the end intervals
initial points, n=9
function           













Interpolant with spline interp. at the end intervals
Fig. 1. The function y(x)= 10=(1 + 100x2) on [− 1; 1] (dashed line) and the interpolant after k =2 steps (dashed–dotted
line) as obtained with our scheme. Above by using Newton’s interpolation to compute the #rst and last new inserted
point, while below by using cubic splines interpolation.
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Fig. 2. The function (x) on 213 + 1 points.













; =− 2k ; : : : ; 2k − 1
)




















It is possible to show (see later the Corollary 1 and (12)) that there exists a unique limit as k →∞
for the function ˆk(x) and this limit holds uniformly. Let (x) be this limit.





¡ 0; =− 2k + 1; : : : ; 2k − 1:
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For even  we proceed by mathematical induction.
As follows from (8) we have 2( 12)6− 2.





































































































This concludes our proof.




















The following Lemma specializes Lemma 1.












(6 · 23 + 1): (10)
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Proof. For =0 the statement follows from (8).











































































































































































(−6 · 8 − 1):












(6 · 8k−1 + 1):

































When [a; b] = [− 1; 1], we shall simply write ||f||p= ||f||p; [−1;1].
Lemma 3. Let k =1; 2; : : : then
||k ||∞=1; (13)





















Therefore, ||||1 = 0:533, ||||2 =
√
1408
3825 ≈ 0:607, ||||∞=1 and ||||1¡ ||||2¡ ||||∞:
Proof. From Corollary 1 we have at once equality (13). Let us consider the 2-periodic function
˜0(x)=
{
x + 1; x∈ [− 1; 0];
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so that
||||1 = 815 :











































































Let us observe, that for i; m∈N
(2i + 1)2=(2j + 1)2 ⇔ i= j; = :
If ¿; then
(2i + 1)2=(2j + 1)2 ⇔ (2i + 1)2− =(2j + 1):
Therefore from this fact, since in the left-hand side of (18) each item meets only once, then by
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4. The analysis of the error of the interpolating method












; i=0; : : : ; 2kn:
Moreover, let y˜ k(x) be the piecewise linear function, interpolating the values yi;k at the points
xi;k ; i=0; : : : ; 2kn.
Before proving our main result, that is Theorem 1 below, we wish to prove a preliminary statement.












and j=  − 2k−1:
Proof. By induction on k.


















Then, substituting in (1), we have




































4y(4)(xi+1=2) + O(h5): (20)
Thus, if the values yi;0 and yi+1;0 are known, the values yˆ i+1=2 are determined through the values
of the function y(xi+1=2) as follows:
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Noticing that y2i;1 =yi;0, we obtain
yˆ 2i+1=2;1 =



































Since y(xi+1=2) comes from xi but using h=2 instead of h; then















































To conclude we shall make one more step. The error at the point (i + 38)h is
yˆ i+3=8 =
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Since the values yi+1=2;0 and yi;0 are points of the function, then as follows from (20) (using
h=4 instead of h)





















































Then, from (4) we have
y2+1; k =



























































As follows from (1) and (20),
1
2
(y(x;k−1) + y(x+1; k−1))− 18
2
(








y(4)(x2+1; k) + O(h5):
Thus we have




















y(4)(x2+1; k) + O(h5)





y(4)(x2+1; k) + O(h5):
From here and from (7) we obtain (19).
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Our main result is the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. Let y∈C4[− 1; 1] and let k be any 4xed natural number. We have the estimates
||y − y˜ k ||∞6
3
128
h4||||∞||y(4)||∞ + O(h5): (22)
For p=1
||y − y˜ k ||16
3
128
h4||||2||y(4)||2 + O(h5) (23)
and for p=2
||y − y˜ k ||26
3
128
h4||||2||y(4)||∞ + O(h5): (24)
Proof. The case p=∞ is trivial.
By resorting to a generalization of the HNolder’s inequality (cf. [1, p. 88]) we have










which holds in Lp[− 1; 1].
In particular when p=1 we may write
||y − y˜ k ||16
3
128
h4||||1||y(4)||∞ + O(h5) (26)
or
||y − y˜ k ||16
3
128
h4||||2||y(4)||2 + O(h5); (27)
while for p=2
||y − y˜ k ||26
3
128
h4||||2||y(4)||∞ + O(h5) (28)
or
||y − y˜ k ||26
3
128
h4||||∞||y(4)||2 + O(h5); (29)
where (cf. Lemma 3, above)
||||∞=1;






This concludes the proof.
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5. Example





; x∈ [− 1; 1];
which is a good test function since it has a rapidly varying gradient.
Starting from an initial set of data, we #rstly built the interpolant using our interpolation scheme.
The pictures of the results obtained just after 2 steps are displayed in Fig. 1, using both the New-
ton’s interpolation and the cubic splines to compute the #rst and the last new inserted point (cf.
Section 2).
Then, we made a comparison of our scheme with the well-known Shepard’s method for data-#tting,




(x − xi)s s¿ 0;
where the xi are the interpolation points.
From Figs. 4 and 5 it is clear that our method is much more precise than the Shepard’s one. For
instance, the Shepard’s method fails to #t the data when s=1. When s=2 the Pat-spot phenomenon
starts and this becomes more evident for s¿ 2. A #rst remark is that while our method produces
a cubic piecewise interpolant which #ts quite well the data just after a few steps, the Shepard’s
method does not. More explanations on the behaviour of the Shepard’s method can be found in [4].
In order to analyse the error of our scheme we need some settings. Letting k(y; x)=y(x)− y˜ k(x)
and since
||y(4)||∞=2:4× 106 (30)
||y(4)||2 ≈ 3:52× 105 (31)
||y(4)||1 ≈ 1:02× 105 (32)
it is easy to see that we may use the following estimates for k;h;p(y):












We now compute k;h;p(y), when h= 15 ; k =10 for p=1; 2;∞.
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Fig. 3. The function y(x)= 10=(1 + 100x2) and its approximant y10 (above) and a zoom (below).
In Table 1 we present the values of ||10(y)||p, rounded to four decimal digits.
In Table 2 we present the values of k;h;p(y), with the same chosen values for h; k and p, as
obtained by applying formulas (33)–(35).
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initial points, n=13
function            
interpolant, k=2    














function            
interpolant, k=2    













Fig. 4. The function y(x)= 10=(1 + 100x2) on [− 1; 1], our interpolant and the Shepard’s one for diEerent weights.
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initial points, n=13
function            
interpolant, k=2    













Fig. 5. The function y(x)= 10=(1 + 100x2) on [− 1; 1], our interpolant and the Shepard’s one.
Table 1
The errors ||10(y)||p = ||y−y˜ 10||p of the linear piecewise
polynomial interpolation
p=1 p=2 p=∞
||10(y)||p 6:1850E − 7 1:6105E − 6 9:5367E − 6
Table 2
The magnitude of the O(h5) in Theorem 1
p=1 p=2 p=∞
10;1=5;p(y) 8:0002 13:1591 90
Remarks
1. The numerical results presented in the Tables 1 and 2 have been computed by using Maple 5.1 for
symbolic integration, and Matlab 5.3 for numerical integration (function quad8), on a Pentium II.
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2. The constants displayed in Table 2 can essentially be reduced. This example is a test example
of approximation of bad function with a quickly varying gradient. It is necessary and possible to
reduce them but this step will require more investigations.
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